


Personal perception has long been the theme of Jin Haofan’s 
works. He gradually gave up his repetitive attempts trying to 
solidify every “moment” in the moment and began to find a 
new measurement method in his creation to observe real life 
and self-perception. Jin tries to present the ups and downs in 
the search of fragmental perceptions, and understand the 
game between the impermanence of reality and the pursuit of 
self-integrity in order to explore the invisible boundary of life, 
the rhythm of “normal”.
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Wind Blows (2022) 
Acrylic on canvas, 40 x 30 cm x 2



Room Temperature (2021) 
Acrylic on canvas, 70 x 60 cm x 5



Dawn Blossoms  
Plucked at Dusk (2021) 

Acrylic on canvas，180 x 140 cm



Afternoon (2021) 
Acrylic on canvas, 80 x 60cm x2 / 80 x 100cm



A Kind of Ending (2021) 
Acrylic on canvas, 20 x30 cm



Shadow -2 (2021) 
Acrylic on canvas，200 x 80 cm



Jin Haofan's works at "Warehouse Story 7”at Vanguard Gallery (2021)



My creative approach is almost laissez-faire, without any rigorous 
derivation in advance. Usually I neither do drafts nor directly refer to 
materials, and I lose the search for those real experiences or 
emotions, movie images, stories, other people's works, Internet 
pictures, sounds (including music), and even smells, touches, etc. 
fermented memory. Because I feel that things can only acquire a 
complete state after the passage of time, and the present shaped by 
the past will be repeatedly defined in the future. The uncertainty 
contained in life is the keynote of my creation, and I do not discuss 
specific details in my works. I often feel that painting is a collective 
cognition that transcends individual will, and that the work will 
achieve itself.

<Normal Temperature> 
Jin Haofan's solo exhibition at 
Vanguard Gallery (2019)



Container (2018) 
Acrylic on canvas, 180 x 140cm



Go on (2018) 
Acrylic on canvas，180 x 130 cm



<Normal Temperature> 
Jin Haofan's solo exhibition at 
Vanguard Gallery (2019)



Concretion -1 (2018) 
Acrylic on canvas，60 x 70 cm



Not Far -4 (2018) 
Acrylic on canvas, 80 x 100cm



<Normal Temperature> 
Jin Haofan's solo exhibition at 
Vanguard Gallery (2019)



For Jin Haofan, when he picks up the paintbrush, he needs a quiet 
and relaxing studio as a buffer zone between him and the "reality", so 
that all kinds of intense emotions can be smoothed and reserved for 
later use. He is not a believer in "art for art's sake", but he 
disapproves of expressive and "effective" painting methods. A 
common technique employed by Jin Haofan is to use different brush 
techniques to stack the paintings into multiple layers to create a 
sense of separation.



Egg comes first or the orang (2017) 
Acrylic on canvas, 170 x 200cm



Fine Day (2017) 
Acrylic on canvas，180 x 130cm



Jin Haofan's works at "Warehouse Story 6”at Vanguard Gallery (2019)



His recent solo exhibitions include: “A Glance” , Vanguard 
Gallery, Shanghai, China(2022); “Normal Temperature” , 
Vanguard Gallery, Shanghai, China (2019); “Good Night, Idiot”, 
Tenjinyama Art Studio, Sapporo, Japan (2016); “MTRRAGE” , 
Gallery 55, Shanghai, China (2015).  

His works were featured in the following group exhibitions: 
“Unruly Paradigms” Frieze No.9 Cork Street, London, UK(2022); 
“A Place for Concealment” , Galerie Urs Meile, Beijing, 
China(2022)”Warehouse Story 7” Vanguard Gallery, Shanghai, 
China(2021); ”Warehouse Story 6” Vanguard Gallery, Shanghai, 
China(2019);  “Shenzhen Biennale of Contemporary Art”, China 
(2017); “Sullivan’s Attic” , MOU Art, Beijing, China (2016).

Jin Haofan

was born in Guangdong 
Province in 1987. He 
graduated from Sichuan Fine 
Arts Institute in 2010 majored 
in oil painting. He is also one 
of the members of an artist 
group, Jiū Society. Jin now 
works and lives in Shenzhen. 
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